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Welcome
Dear reader,
It has been two years since the last (and
first) edition of the Envoy came out, a magazine aimed at shedding light on Sustainable Development Diplomacy - both ‘in real
life’ and the Master Track. Those two years
were marked by a plethora of activities,
conferences, excursions, and graduations
- amongst many other things - which SDD
students and alumni took part in.
This current edition will not take you back
along those two years, but the next pages
will instead provide you with some visions,
tips, and thoughts of various SDDers.
As always, there have been highs and lows
– including my attempt at designing and
publishing this Envoy - throughout the academic year (2017-2018), but it remains a
pleasure to hear about the myriad of experiences SDDers took part in.
I’d like to thank everyone who contributed
to the content of the Envoy’s second edition:
Lise Alkema, Bas Arts, Veerle Boekestijn,
Pim ten Haaf, Bas Heukels, Kyra van den
Hil, Juli Kessler, Sanne Kruid, Ivo Meijer,
Jeremy Sterling, Anneke Rooth, Rani Temmink, Eunice Wangari, and Fenna Wielenga. You helped us capture the diverse and
motivated nature of SDD!
Happy readings,
Xanthe Verschuur
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SDD Committees
Communication Committee
The Communication Committee consists of Marco Immovilli, Lise Alkema and Nellie Friedrich. Just recently we sat together with Daphne Schalekamp to discuss further steps for this
committee. While the last year it was mostly maintained, this year we really want to bring
out its full potential. Once we familiarize ourselves with the website we want to update it with
your descriptions and pictures (has everybody send them to us?).
Additionally, we want to make sure that the information is a bit more organised than for example on facebook - hence the frequent Newsletter. Furthermore, we want to create a Blog
on the Website and/ or connect it with Facebook where we can share interesting articles,
internship opportunities, stay in touch with each other and stimulate our creative minds.
We can learn and benefit from each other so much so overall it is our goal to create platforms
that stimulate us to share information, to make it easily accessible to profit from each other.
Finally, the Envoy is on our future agenda.

Institutional Committee
The Institutional Committee this year consists of four students (Arabella Comyn, Janna Fleuren,
Julie Bos, Eline Schothorst), one from each study program. On the 19th of March we had our

first meeting with the program directors in which we discussed the set-up and options on
how the track can evolve in the coming years.

A main point of interest for many SDD students is the formality of the track. In our meeting
it was discussed that there was a trade-off between formalising the track and keeping it exclusive. Essentially, if the track were formalised as an inter-specialisation or as a minor it
would no longer be able to be selective. The programme directors are currently looking into
the possibility of creating an inter-specialisation, and we have agreed to additionally look
into the possibility of formalising the track as an honours programme. However, the problem
with both of these options is the fact that any courses that count towards mandatory credits of the overarching masters programme cannot be counted twice as fulfilling mandatory
courses for the specialisation or honours programme. This would likely require the creation
of a new course, and would also potentially prevent any student from graduating on time.
Additionally, the Institutional Committee will be working with the program directors on
changing the certificate so that it looks more professional, improving the brochure and formulating a selection procedure for the coming years. We have been requested to formulate a
template for the certificate by the 19th of April.
Moreover, we will be looking at the mission and vision of the SDD Community and, together
with the activities committee, we will look into possibilities for creating an official study association so that we can get more visibility in and funding from the university. We are looking
forward to your comments and ideas! If you would like to read the minutes of our meeting
with the program directors, feel free to contact us any time. 
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Activities Committee
This year´s Activities Committee is comprised of Eline van Dis, Ivo Meijer, Jeremy Sterling
and Sebastian Weiss. Following the leitmotif of searching out and providing “opportunities
for our own and past SDD generations to engage with interesting people, learn new skills,
realize new avenues of study and work through events” our mission is to organize a rich
variety of activities ranging between professional - that is, career-related activities such as
masterclasses by professionals in SDD-related domains - and purely social events such as
drinks or dinners.
So far, we organized a potluck with subsequent SDD-intergenerational drinks and a masterclass by the circular economy expert Arthur ten Wolde, who lectured on his work for the European Sustainable Business Federation Ecopreneur.eu and MVO Nederland, the Dutch sustainable business association. The next scheduled masterclass will be held by Martijn Visser,
the current Dutch UN Youth Representative for Sustainable Development on the 30th of
May. Furthermore, current SDD student Quinten Pellegrom hosted a guided walk through
the Hoge Veluwe National Park.
Upcoming events that we are currently organizing include an epic Paintball Afternoon (at
first sight, this appears to fall under the category of a social event, but there might be some
important insights for the world of diplomacy and international relations after all) with subsequent dinner and drinks, a SDD pub quiz and a big SDD reunion in the second half of 2018.
Apart from that, we are working together with the Institutional Committee on the pioneering and transformative project of further institutionalizing and promoting the SDD track,
in line with founding a study association and generating possibilities for funding that will
eventually serve the further development of the track and the organization of even better
events in the future.
Dear reader, If you have any input in terms of ideas or wishes for future events, please do not
hesitate to get in touch with anyone of us via the wur-email, e.g., Ivo.Meijer@wur.nl.
We look forward to hearing from you and creating a bright and exciting future for SDD together.

Marcel Beukeboom, Dutch
Climate Envoy, talks about
his personal experiences
during his diverse career
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BY BAS ARTS

Reflections on sdd
SDD arrived at WUR in 2009. A meeting was convened among representatives of
the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy (Tufts University, Boston, USA), the
World Bank (Washington DC, USA), the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and
WUR. The initiative came from WUR Prof Rudy Rabbinge, who supervised Hans
Hoogeveen (Economic Affairs) and Patrick Verkooijen (World Bank) with their
PhD on sustainability and diplomacy at WUR. At the same time, both were also
connected to Fletcher as professors of practice in an SDD program. All involved
believed that the introduction of a parallel program at WUR would eventually lead
to a joint master of Fletcher and our university. To cut a long history short, a joint
master did not turn out to be feasible for organizational and financial reasons, but
the cooperation did lead to the SDD master track at WUR, as we know it today,
with still a (rather loose) connection to Fletcher (particularly for organizing internships for Wageningen SDD students).
One of the participants in the meeting was our current rector Prof Arthur Mol. He
was identified by the organizers as the ideal coordinator for the SDD program at
WUR, but he was too busy to take up this commitament (now we know why....(-;).
Then they turned to me, and although I hardly considered myself an expert in
diplomacy, I said ‘yes’. Being convinced that sustainable development is ‘the’ current human challenge, and that it would need another diplomacy than power-induced bargaining, I happily accepted the invitation to become the SDD coordinator at WUR. Whereas it started off as an Executive Course for WUR and Fletcher
students of two weeks, coupled to the one week training of mid-career diplomats
by IPMS (International Program on the Management of Sustainability), it slowly but surely evolved into the SDD selective master track, as we know it today,
with the participation of four master programs (climate studies, environmental
sciences, forest and nature conservation and development studies). Since 2012,
about 58 students followed the program.
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Next academic year, Dr Jelle Behagel will join me as coordinator of the SDD track,
and one year later, Jelle will completely replace me. Looking back, coordinating
the track was a ‘mixed’ experience. On the positive side, it was great to work with
all these highly motivated and talented students. But I felt a student among the
students myself, because the track was a steep learning curve for me too. As said,
I could hardly claim any expertise on diplomacy in 2009, but in the meantime, I
dare to say that I do have become an expert in this field. Whereas teaching diplomacy at master level, leading the simulation games and coaching PhD students on
SDD were rather ‘unsafe’ grounds for me in the beginning, these do now feel like
comfortable cloths. On the (more) negative side, the track had to work without
any additional budget and transaction costs have been quite high, coordinating
a track among four different master programs. A logical and sequential set up of
the track also turned out to be rather impossible, because of the obligatory courses and elements of the distinct programs, which SDD students also have to follow. Nonetheless, directors and study advisors involved were always committed
to maintain the track and were sufficiently flexible to attune the four programs
the best way possible.
Finally, it is of course a pity that the joint master with Fletcher never came through.
Also, the current track is less ambitious and special than I had hoped for. So further innovation is definitely needed for the near future.
Bas Arts
Professor in forest governance at WUR
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BY LISE ALKEMA & JEREMY STERLING

Plastic Sailing

Plastic

Sailing

Transversing the Atlantic to research plastic debris
Hi there, we are Lise and Jeremy, two SDDers
of generation 2017/2018. In about a week, we
will be flying to South Africa to embark from
there on an interesting journey… A journey
of plastics.
As we all know, plastic debris is increasingly becoming problematic due to its very slow
degradation in natural environments. It can
take more than 600 years to decay and therefore it is not surprising that plastics floating
in the ocean can easily come from 100 years
ago. I guess you can feel where I’m heading
here... Yes, if plastics from 100 years ago are
still intact, the ocean must be filling up quite
quickly. Especially since more and more
countries use plastics, often without installing effective debris management systems.
When I got the chance to conduct research on
a historic three mast vessel (Bark EUROPA,
google it, it is amazing), I immediately said
YES. The EUROPA sails across the oceans
of this earth and takes its guests to unique
and unexplored areas. The journey I am
joining starts from Cape Town, where it will
sail across the mid-Atlantic, only docking at
St. Helena and Ascension Island. Following
The Envoy | 8

wind and currents, this Ocean Crossing will
ultimately take us to the Azores. The unique
voyage route gives numerous opportunities
for research, and as such the EUROPA always
offers two spots on the ship for research.
Researchers can conduct any research, in
return for giving some lectures on their research subject to the rest of the guests on
board. I was offered one of these spots, and
knew right away what to research. The plastic soup! During IEPC, I got interested in the
problematic around plastics. Our UN policy
brief on Zero Plastic Waste made me realize
that there is so much to gain in the management of this miraculous material. Therefore,
I have set my mind on finding ways how we
can organize society so that good management can be easily implemented.
Performing research on the bark EUROPA
provided me with the unique opportunity
to conduct real time natural science data
on plastic debris in the ocean. Complicated
issues like plastic pollution need input from
many different arenas in order to find solutions. I believe the natural sciences and social sciences do not only need to cooperate,
they also need to understand each other.

This is what I will do with this research and
why Jeremy is coming along also. Together
we represent the social and the natural sciences. We will be getting familiar with physical plastic sampling and analysis and will
use this data to connect it to human practices. Because ultimately, the problem of plastic debris in oceans, is a problem of human
behaviour. Plastics does not ‘just’ end up in
places it does not belong. It is a fault in our
management systems.
But we still do not know much about what
plastics end up outside of our waste management systems. Which plastics to manage
better? Who should be managing plastics
better? Who is responsible for plastic debris
in oceans? These are large questions and
not easily answered. Nevertheless, I decided
to take this opportunity to write my master
thesis on this topic. My study will use the
sampled plastic from our voyage and its results to trace back plastics to certain industries. It aims to contribute to improved waste
management by connecting my findings to
Extended Producer Responsibility. In this
way, it ties into the typical SDD question of
how to ‘stir’ human behaviour and practices
towards being sustainable.
Jeremy will take look at behaviour from a
different angle to see how experience of observing and participating in sampling affects
the perspectives of the crew. He will see how
separate methods of engagement affect different outlooks and how the experience onboard might be used to engage people with
the issue on land.

Jan Mayen. He researches sources of polluting behaviour by tracing back found plastics
to possible sources and aims to use this data
to cooperate with relevant stakeholders to
design solutions. Besides, we are contributing to the global database on marine litter
of 5Gyres, an organization based on Citizen
Science. Finally, we are exploring opportunities to share our data with the Ocean Cleanup, who are currently doing very exciting
research and we are happy to contribute to
their efforts.
Our sampling is very exciting and we are
learning a great deal on how to obtain and
organize necessary equipment, funding and
make everything work. Sampling micro &
macroplastics is more difficult than you
would think, as a Manta Trawl is needed (google it), and they are scarce. We have been able
to borrow one from the Ocean Cleanup, but
are dependent on our crowdfunding efforts
to fund the large costs we make in transport,
buying other equipment and our stay on
board of the ship. Do you want to follow us
to South Africa and further? Please have a
look at our Facebook Page and check out our
crowdfunding page!
Follow us on Facebook:
‘Research for clean seas: researching plastics in the Atlantic’

Both Jeremy and I will conduct ultimately
produce a social science report on the base
of our research cruise. However, as we are
sampling plastics anyway, we will be cooperating with other researchers that benefit
from our sampling. Our microplastics results will be sent to Plymouth to contribute
to a PhD project on the impact of microplastics on sea life. We will also be gathering data
for the research of Wouter Jan Strietman of
our own Wageningen University. He is conducting very interesting research on beach
litter found on the islands of Svalbard and
The Envoy | 9

SDD
Selfies
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The Capita Selecta course, Sustainable Development Diplomacy (SDD), elaborated on
the contested and ‘comprehensive’ definition
of SDD. In addition to this course SDD students had the opportunity to attend several
masterclasses and conferences. During this
period it became apparent that the term of
SDD is shaped by a mosaic of different interpretations and implementations, which
makes it hard to grasp the multi-level field
of SDD. Hence, Veerle Boekestijn and Kyra
van den Hil established a vlog, in which different experts of different fields within SDD
share their experiences and interpretations.
The main aim of this vlog is to broaden the
discussion around what constitutes Sustainable Development Diplomacy, in a way that
reaches beyond our own community.

BY VEERLE BOEKESTIJN
& KYRA VAN DEN HIL

these in an accessible way. Moreover, the
vlog, a pallet of different interpretations, explanations and tips, can be of great value for
students to learn more about the multidisciplinary character of Sustainable Development Diplomacy.
If you have an idea of somebody who would
be a valuable addition to this project, then
please don't hesitate to contact either Kyra
or Veerle to see how we can try to include
her/him. We are, just as everyone else, biased
by our own social and geographical situatedness, resulting in an overrepresentation of
professors of Wageningen University. We are
therefore specifically interested in experts
outside the academia.

Veerle and Kyra have contacted experts on
SDD within and outside of the academic environment. The experts were asked to recommend one article or book that underpins
their interpretation on SDD and explain why
this text holds valuable insights. It turned
out that this is a fruitful way for these experts to elaborate on their invaluable personal experiences within SDD, and to share
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BY EUNICE WAGARI

Inside COP 23

My internship experience in Bonn,
Germany

During my internship at the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy, I was able to attend
the COP 23 in Bonn, Germany. Preparing and
attending a conference takes a lot of energy,
time, and resources. Luckily for me, I was
awarded a travel scholarship by the Center
for International Environmental Resource
Policy to meet some of the expenses. More
so, the official Tufts University delegation
took me under their wings despite that I got
accreditation to attend the COP from WUR.
This took off the pre-travel planning logistics
weight off my shoulders and I really appreciate the two institutions for their immense contribution. The COP 23 attracted over 25,000
participants from diverse entities and bearing varying interests, therefore one needs to
establish clear objectives before attending.
My objectives were to attend climate adaptation finance forums and to network with
experts in the climate adaptation diplomacy.
Although this COP was dubbed by many as no
action COP, it was the first COP after the USA retrieved from of the Paris Agreement. The surprising and inspiring bit was to see the US host
events in a separate pavilion right outside the
BULA zone of the COP named WE ARE
STILL IN. The pavilion held talks, discussions and exhibitions with the message that
the citizens, institutions of higher learning, corporations as well as different states
were still committed to contribute towards
The Envoy | 12

achieving the Paris Agreement despite the
federal government retracting from it. In
addition, the message of hope came from
Prof. Shrag of Harvard University saying
that four years is a short time, thus the
US may not actually drop out of the Paris Agreement as currently feared by many.
The week passed and, in a nutshell, the message I got by attending the COP is that there
is a need to accelerate climate action because
the impacts are already being felt worldwide.
Due to the ambitious nature of the agreement, it can only be achieved by involving all
stakeholders at all levels. These coupled with
seeing young diplomats in action negotiating
for their countries, gave me renewed affirmation that I want to focus on adaptation diplomacy. I just need to fine tune my area of focus
and advance in it, as opposed to remaining
in the general climate change spectrum.
That will give me a cutting edge in my career.

© By courtesy of Forest & Nature Conservation Policy Group, WUR

Between 11th and 13th of
April 2018, Wageningen
University hosted the Second International Policy
Meeting.
The conference was a great
success, with many inspiring guest speakers and
activities.
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BY BAS HEUKELS

Forest Governance
in the Tropics
“Ghana is on the brink of fully rolling out
their Forestry Law Enforcement Governance
and Trade (FLEGT) certification to produce
legal certified wood for the domestic and international markets”… is something that has
been said for a couple of years. Right now,
this has become more true than ever. But
why has this been taking so long? What does
it entail to produce timber legally and how do
you implement such a system?

As part of my Master’s thesis, I went to Ghana to experience the implementation of this
legality certification. To see how the concepts
of legality, traceability and transparency are
(dis)connected, and how they enforce or constrain each other. Data collection was done
by interviewing custodians who are responsible for all the critical control points along
the chain of custody of timber production. I
had the opportunity to join an audit group of
the verification department on a field audit.
We would go into the forests and check the
compliance of both the logging operators and
the authorities who enforce the legality standard. With this blog, I want to share my first
thoughts and revelations on implementing
this new forest governance system in Ghana.

Ghana ratified a Voluntary Partnership
Agreement with the European Union in
2009, under the name of Forestry Law Enforcement Governance and Trade. The
agreement means that Ghana should ensure
the legality of all timber that is either being
used domestically or being exported to EU or
non-EU countries. The idea of FLEGT is that
the partnership countries negotiate with the Two things struck me most. Firstly, the sheer
EU on the terms and conditions under which effort and tediousness of working in forest rethey can deliver the timber to be certified.
serves. To get to the operating sites, we often
had to travel for three to four hours, along
The system that Ghana has agreed upon is dirt roads, flooded paths and steep hills and
called the Legality Assurance System. This holes, before even getting to the logging site.
system has five elements: a legality defini- This was all done with a team of auditors,
tion of what it means to produce legal timber; staff from the local forestry authorities and
a chain of custody system called the Wood (representatives of) the auditees. When we
Tracking System (WTS) to electronically eventually got to the destination, the group
track the documentation trail of the timber set off into the tropical forest to check on
as it moves through the production chain; a stumps and logging sites. On a day, we visitverification department to verify both the le- ed two to three logging sites, with working
gality and the WTS; a licensing authority to days of ten to eleven hours. To my surprise
grant the FLEGT license; and lastly an inde- and delight, there was a high compliance of
pendent monitor who checks if all the previ- the legality standard, even deep in these reous elements are working accordingly.
serves. This is possible, because local forestThe Envoy | 14

ry authorities work in the reserves on a daily
basis, and the logging operators put a lot of
effort into compliance, despite tough tropical working conditions. This made me very
proud of my colleagues and they earned my
deepest respect for their work.
The second aspect of this work in tropical
forest governance that was a revelation, was
the experience tropical deforestation. While
driving to the reserves, we were continuously surrounded by endless green forest landscapes, with the occasional village in the
midst of it. The moment you drive into the
reserve, it hits you. I’ve never felt so small,
being in this gigantic tropical forest. I had
read so much on the extreme deforestation
rates in Ghana (see for example a 2016 IUCN
assessment). Knowing that all the landscape
we had driven through for hours was once
like this, made me realize the scale of deforestation. Luckily, Ghana still has 266 forest
reserves, and hopefully they will be able to
keep it that way.
Learning about these two aspects of the forestry work in Ghana, helped me understand
why the implementation of a new nationwide system to manage and monitor forestry
takes so long. A lot of collective action by government, industry and NGOs was needed to
develop and build capacity and get everyone
on board.

Lastly, I noted that people in the forestry sector have a lot of faith in the new electronic
traceability system. If timber is traceable to
be correctly sourced and documented, there
is a credible and robust system for legal timber. There is still some debate though, on how
transparent this system should be. Although
the idea is that a transparent system will decrease non-compliance, corruption and political influence, the data generated through
the Wood Tracking System is sensitive. NGOs
would like full access, believing that if there
is nothing to hide, there is no need for secrecy. Forestry staff however express caution
about full-disclosure, fearing that information in the wrong hands can lead to misinterpretation.
These beliefs mirror the recurring debates
on the benefits and challenges of governance
by disclosure. When the Ghanaian Wood
Tracking System is fully up and running, it
will be an interesting case of traceability and
transparency in forestry policy.
All in all, it was an amazing experience living,
working and studying in the tropics, which I
would recommend to anyone studying forestry. It made me develop better understanding
of the world, both as a scientist and as a human being.
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BY ANNEKE ROOTH

Networking
9 Tips & Tricks

I like to be the spider in the web, to connect of others. If you want to know more I advise
people. Networking is something you like or you to google DISC/networking.
not, you are good at or not. But it is not something you can’t learn. It is just the image of
‘the’ networker that bothers me. In the media
and also among friends the image exists that
a real good networker is only someone who is
very extravert and outgoing drinking a lot of
alcoholic drinks. Although it might be a very
natural way of networking during drinks, it
is not always the most effective technique.
And if you want to use your network to strive
towards a career in sustainable development
diplomacy or even sustainable development
itself, you need to be effective. Therefore, below you will find some tips to effectively use
and expand your network that I came up
with based on my own experience in a broad
range of networking events.

1. Know your networking style and how
to use it
I, for example, have a relatively scattered
network. See picture. This means I can use
my network to connect people. I rarely know
everyone in a particular area though. I have
colleagues who have a very dense network
because they studied, sported, lived in the
same city for years and still work in the same
field. To me they seem to know almost everyone in their field. If you have a LinkedIn profile you can use SociLab to find out how your
network looks like. It’s a lot of fun! Moreover
you can ask yourself if you are extravert or
introvert, task or people oriented. By doing
so you can find out if you have a more dominant, influential, steady or compliance network style. All network styles have their
strengths and pitfalls. By being aware you
can make up a plan to use your own power
for your goal and understand the perspective
The Envoy | 16

2. Be prepared but not too prepared
Sometimes I bump into people at networking
events that have no clue why they are there
except to chat with some friends/colleagues.
Others are so focussed on meeting that particular (high level) person that they come
across uninterested to others. Both are obviously not effective. Although catching up
with the people you already know can be nice,
it is not expanding your network. You can
aim very high at networking events wanting
to talk to a VIP and this can open quite a lot of
doors but you can also just talk to the assistant or advisor of the VIP, this is often more
effective. Also I know that you have a lot of
competition while talking to a VIP and there
is only a small chance (s)he will remember
you the day after.

This brings me to tip number 3: Know you 7. Take your business cards

goal, be confident but stay authentic

And give them with the right intention! It
Your goal can be to drink free booze but most is very Dutch to think this is a really stupid
of us want to reach something else. Maybe formal thing to do but in other cultures this
finding out how a person’s career developed is perceived as very important. Tip for the
before getting the really good job (s)he got. ladies: wear a blazer or take a clutch. It is
Maybe finding interviewees for your the- super unhandy to search in a large bag for
sis. Maybe its finding this particular bit of your cards. And for really paperless modern
information about an organisation. Maybe among us, connect via LinkedIn immediately
wanting a job interview, maybe you want to after the event.
sell your product, etc. You can be very confident about your goal but don’t overdo it. 8. Don’t stay too long, move around
My annoyance level is quickly reached (and
I’m sure other’s as well) when someone can If you finally found the person to talk to, don’t
only talk about their own project. Please stay stay too long. Either at the event or at that
yourself and..
particular person. If the person is important
(s)he wants to talk to others (s)he is able to
without being impolite to you. Also literally
4. Ask questions!
moving around from continent to continent.
Don’t be afraid to be critical. Networking is It brought me a lot of connections I would
based on the question ‘How can I help’ and otherwise never had connected to.
not with ‘What can I get.’ By asking questions you show interest in the person as well Last tip:
as People will remember your critical comments longer than your agreement.
9. Have fun!

5. Introduce people to each other

Spread the positive vibe. This makes you attractive to talk to and especially in our field
Try to mention what they have in common. we can use some optimism.
This is interesting for them but also for
you as you come across as interested and a
well-connected person. And know the rules
of the game! It is allowed to ask a friend to
introduce you to a particular person. If that
is not the best moment, (s)he will tell.
Some last tips from the field of protocol and
etiquette:

6. Don’t drink too much or eat peanuts.
The first networking tip I ever got was from
a protocol expert working at the MFA. She
mentioned to never eat peanuts at events.
First of all, they are addicting and it looks
very weird if you eat the whole bowl. Secondly, they might create funny things in between
your teeth. And being drunk is obviously not
effective (depending on your goal ;-)).
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BY RANI TEMMINK

Connect
Wageningen
SDD gets political
Rani Temmink is an SDD alumna. She
graduated with an MSc International Development studies in 2017. On
march 21, 2018, Wageningen held city
council elections, where Rani was 2nd
on the candidate list for debuting local
political party Connect Wageningen.
She is now a local politician and talks
about her experience so far and how
SDD is related to her work.
What is Connect Wageningen and how did I want to stand-up for the international comyou get there?
munity in Wageningen. Besides that, I’ve also
Connect Wageningen is a local political party (and association) by youth, students,
and internationals for everyone. In short,
the founder, student Mark Reijerman, saw
during his experience as a former politician
that youth and students were often excluded in the local political arena of Wageningen.
With over 12,000 students it is quite a large
representation the municipality is lacking.
With this idea, he founded Connect Wageningen.

wanted to challenge myself on a personal level. I want to keep learning and give back to
society; local politics is where the magic happens.

What is your role and what do you do?

I’m chairwoman (fractievoorzitter) and
councillor (raadslid) for Connect Wageningen. In practice, my position as chairwoman
means that I have to attend certain meetings.
As a councillor I get to sit in council meetings
and represent Connect Wageningen. I get to
With my international background, growing debate, negotiate, and vote on topics placed
up in several countries, I know what it’s like on the agenda. The council has 25 members
to live in a foreign country. It is for that rea- divided over 9 political parties, of which 2
son
are possessed by Connect Wageningen. CurThe Envoy | 18

rently I’m following some introduction trainings organized by the municipality as well as
reading in on many topics. Besides that, I’m
on the board of Connect Wageningen where
I’m busy with further development and coordination of Connect Wageningen.

How can you relate SDD to the municipality?
I always wanted to apply SDD or see it in
practice. It is truly fascinating to see how my
experience so far at the municipality offers
the practical side of SDD. I sometimes have
to be careful that I don’t sit on the observer
seat but actually participate and take action
as well. Especially the different strategies
in negotiations and mutual gains approach
often cross my mind during meetings. It is
great to see politics and diplomacy from up
close. From another perspective, SDD (both
the track and community) has prepared me
for this role, more than my colleagues at Connect Wageningen. Without realizing it, the
theory and the simulations have helped me
a lot. Moreover, I strengthened more skills
on professionality, negotiations and debating, preparing speeches and being critical to
name a few.

What are some tips for people wanting to
go into politics / diplomacy?
Network. Network. Network. It’s one of the
magic words in life. The past month I’ve spent
quite some time at drinks. These are great to
get know people, talk more about certain topics, and create connections, which sooner or
later you will need in this field. Second, for
local politics especially, it’s also important to
focus on a few topics, instead of everything.
It’s impossible to know everything about everything. Last and definitely not least, invest
in debating and negotiation skills.. Although
I’ve had plenty of training I continue to invest in this.
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Juli Explains

TALANOA
CLIMATE ACTION
© Climate Change Commission Philippines

Launched at COP23 in Bonn, the dialogue’s
preparatory phase was formally kicked off
during the May Sessions. The Talanoa Dialogue aims at enhancing global climate action
and therefore invites state but also non-state
actors to actively engage in a discussion and
to share their commitments and visions on
how to reach the Paris climate goals guided
by three key questions:

Where are we?
Where do we want to go?
How do we get there?
The initiative represents a kind of trial stocktaking exercise to review the joint progress
made so far. Future stocktaking processes
will assess the progress made towards the
Paris climate goal and will take place every
five years from 2023 onwards as agreed
upon in the Paris Agreement. The dialogue’s
preparatory phase from January to December 2018 will then feed into its political phase
at COP24 in December 2018. Ideally, the dialogue should result in increased climate action by different actors and incentivize Parties to update their Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs), their climate pledges,
prior to 2020.
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Officially, the two phases of the initiative
are jointly led by the Presidencies of COP23
(Fiji) and COP24 (Poland). Fiji is, however,
often considered as the leading Party of the
dialogue also due to its name and format.
The dialogue follows the Pacific concept of
“talanoa” elucidating the tradition of constructive story-telling which strives for the
building of consensus and the stimulation
of a spirit of cooperation. The name change
from facilitative to Talanoa dialogue was
undertaken intentionally to emphasize its
solutions-oriented and non-confrontational
approach. Therefore, the first official discussions during the May Sessions took the form
of more open and inclusive sessions in a less

A more inclusive type of democracy?

DIALOGUES

BY JULI KESSLER

formal setting during which participants
shared their experiences to learn mutually from each other. These official Talanoas
during sessions are one pillar of the initiative, but Parties and non-Party stakeholders
have also been encouraged to organize similar events at the international, national and
subnational level whose results could then
strategically feed into official discussions.
Next to these dialogues, the different actors
can submit their position with regards to the
three questions on the online platform. 220
submissions by Parties and non-party stakeholders were counted during the last assessment at the end of April1:

1.

The Talanoa Dialogue represents a more inclusive type of diplomacy next to state-centric diplomatic endeavors, thus providing a
good example for sustainable development
diplomacy. The initiative is also consistent
with an increasingly polycentric structure of
global climate governance by inviting diverse
other players to discuss the way forward to
enhance climate action. Participation in the
dialogue is, however, not to be confused with
a seat at the table and should rather be considered as a complementary approach to the
multilateral negotiation process. The ratio
of Party representatives to non-Party stakeholders during Talanoas of the recent May
Sessions amounted to 6:1. Claims that the
Talanoa
Dialogue
would “put government officials, activists, researchers
and educators on
equal footing” must,
therefore, be treated
carefully. Only the
developments in the
next months and especially the political
phase at COP24 can
tell whether the Talanoa spirit will succeed.

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/Overview%20of%20inputs%20to%20the%20Talanoa% 20Dialogue.pdf
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BY IVO MEIJER

Circular
Economy
The concept of sustainability has had its day. The Circular Economy is the way to go in (inter)
national policy making. That is one of the main messages of Arthur ten Wolde; “SDD-practitioner” and circular economy expert for MVO Nederland (previously de Groene Zaak) and
the European Sustainable Business Federation, Ecopreneur.EU. These organisations are cooperatives for sustainable/circular businesses that aim to push national and European legislation into a more sustainable direction.
On Wednesday the 28th of March, Arthur ten Wolde delighted SDD Wageningen with an interesting masterclass on the ins and outs of the circular economy. The circular economy –
for people who do not know – is a concept that considers our economic and industrial system
as ecosystems in which resources are not wasted nor disposed; but maintained, reused or
recycled. This means that in a perfect circular economy all biodegradable resources are returned to the biosphere (for example as compost) and all the non-biodegradable materials
are recycled within production cycles. In the circular economy this is conceptualised as the
biological cycle, and the technical cycle (see figure 1).
In front of an eager and highly responsive audience, ten Wolde explained that he sees the
circular economy as the answer to a lot of sustainability challenges we face today. The main
reason for this is the positive worldview that the concept offers. Unlike concepts like sustainability or greening industries it does not frame ecological challenges in terms of limits,
but puts economic opportunities (such as green jobs and emerging markets) in the centre of
attention. Ten Wolde firmly believes that with will, enthusiasm and creativity it is possible
to solve most environmental challenges (at least on an industrial level) in such a way that
economic and social goals are achieved as well.
This does not only sprout the contagious enthusiasm of ten Wolde himself, but also of policy
makers, politicians, businesses and the public. This aligns with one of the most important
message he gives to possible SDD-practitioners and lobbyists: to respond to people's needs
and interests. If measures have to be taken from an environmental point of view but also
provide jobs, it might be wise to emphasise the jobs rather than emission reduction. For this
reason, ten Wolde hardly uses words like ‘sustainability’ or ‘environment’ if he talks to politicians or businessmen, but emphasises the economic and social advantages of his proposals
and ideas.
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Figure 1. You can see the biological cycle on the left, and the technical cycle on the right. Image retrieved from the website of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

One very important tool to create a circular economy is to move away from property, towards
services. In practice this means that in the future we might not buy light bulbs anymore, but
we would buy light by a lease contract. In this way it becomes easier and more attractive
for the producer of the lightbulbs to retrieve its own product back at the end of its lifespan
and to recycle it properly. Also, it encourages producers to make their products more durable. According to Arthur ten Wolde, these arrangements can accelerate innovation and new
business models. Some policy tools to stimulate these new arrangements are the reduction
of taxes on maintenance and labour, and to increase taxes on resources and emissions.
With his strong arguments and belief in the existence of true mutual gain approaches, ten
Wolde managed to leave the attending SDDers a little bit more optimistic than he found them.
Although the circular economy does not provide answers to all sustainability challenges, it
is a useable framework that shows how to green industrial production systems. More importantly however, it might motivate politicians and businessmen to finally take sufficient
action towards a greener future.
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BY FENNA WIELENGA

The Attitude to Adapt
© Fenna Wielenga

Fenna’s Thesis experience in Vietnam

Third time is a charm they say. After
having experienced Sri Lanka and Japan, it was now my third time to Asia.
I guess it was the growing comfortableness with the continent that drew me
back to enjoy it again but also to explore the many things left to discover.
Oh and yes, I would like to graduate, so
doing field work for my thesis is part
of the deal. Better take the opportunity to combine it with discovering a new
culture, great food and some nice scenery while I am at it.
The reality was a little bit different
though. Namely, for my thesis, in which
I assess the ability of urban partnerships to enhance the adaptive capacity
of cities in the context of climate adaptation, I have done most of my fieldwork in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC). And
everyone who has ever been in HCMC
knows that the scenery is mostly large
buildings, smelly sewers and lots and
lots of motorbikes that fume up the
whole city, especially during rush hour.
Since I was working at the Van Lang
University (a partner university of the
WUR), who helped me tremendously in
arranging the necessary interviews, I
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have been in the midst of many rush
hours myself, inhaling the fumes and
realizing all the more that mitigation
and adaptation really need to go hand
in hand.
To provide a bit of background: HCMC
is an emerging mega-city heading to a
population of 10 million people and located at the famous Saigon river. This
river is, however, in combination with
the rapid population growth, also putting a strain on the city. More and more,
the city has to deal with extreme rainfall patterns and higher tides during
rainy season, causing flooding of certain parts of the city to become a more
frequent event. On the other hand,
amidst of the city hectic, the river also
provides a space of tranquility and leisure (although out of own experience
I can recommend to take this leisure
NOT at midday considering the tropical climate) and it gives the city its
own unique character. Thus, knowing
how to live with the river has become
essential. No surprise they partnered
up with the Dutchies, in particular
Rotterdam, to learn how to do so.

© Fenna Wielenga

To what extent this has been actually
effective is too long of a story for this
short article, so let me just keep it to
this; such an issue is far from simple,
thus the incoming assistance of one
extra party should not immediately
raise high expectations.
So, that’s it for the serious stuff. How
about the food you say? That is easy
to describe: amazing! It is really no lie
that Vietnam knows delicious food and
I had the great pleasure of living in the
‘foodies’ district, in which my favourite dishes were without a doubt the
famous Pho (a noodle soup of which
the highlight is often the carefully prepared broth) just three houses down
the street and rice with vegetarian
toppings, with a marinated pumpkin
dish to die for. However, when my research finished earlier than expected
this food could not keep me in HCMC,
as I was also still too interested in exploring the Mekong Delta.
My lovely homestay in Ben Tre did not
disappoint me and provided equally
beautiful dishes of fish, grilled auber-

gine and some of the best mango in the
world. But more importantly, I learned
something very essential about the
Vietnamese people and their culture
while being on my trip.
During 20 years of war, the people of
Vietnam have used their inventiveness
and knowledge of their local environment to adapt and to overcome their
burdensome situation. Nowadays, in
living with the fickleness of nature,
one can observe the same attitude in
the form of floating houses or houses
on poles. Will this be enough for the future? Probably not. But having seen it
from close by myself, I think the Vietnamese attitude makes it possible for
them to tackle much that will head
there way. And as someone who aims
for a working career in the field of climate change governance, it is an inspiring thing to experience and it provides a glimmer of positivity in a field
where a gloomy outlook of the future is
more often than not the standard.
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BY PIM TEN HAAF

Insights into China
During the final stages of my Master’s at Wageningen University, I received the opportunity
to study Mandarin Chinese in Beijing. I wasn’t
the first one to do so as our fellow SDD student
Laura travelled to Beijing to do her internship
at the Beijing Forestry Society. She very aptly described her life in Beijing and the role that
China plays in the international environmental
policy sphere. Since I don’t want to bore you by
repeating the same thing all over again, I’d suggest you to read her piece if you’re interested in
China. For myself, let me give you a little update
on what has happened since.
It is always a struggle for people who support a
free and open society. When somebody asks me
why I am in China when the country has such
a questionable record when it comes to human
rights and environmental degradation, I usually
mention the following. On the one hand, living in
here has made me realize just how authoritarian the country really is. Living in a city where
every single street is monitored by cameras, and
where authorities hand out fines (and lock up
political opponents) based on facial recognition
makes you appreciate the freedoms you have
back home. On the other hand, cooperation with
the Middle Kingdom is also as necessary as it is
sometimes uncomfortable. Especially in the field
of climate change, we have seen a willingness of
China to take up the mantle of a ‘climate leader’
– although one could question how this can be
reconciled with it continuing to value economic
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development over environment. That being said,
many of China’s environmental policies can be
perceived as being extremely effective. It does
not shy away from experimenting with new solutions, which may sometimes have questionable
social outcomes.
One such example of an effective but socially
ruthless policy was the 2017 winter in Beijing. In
China, local politicians are promoted based on a
merit-based system where they are evaluated using a list of economic – and recently also environmental – criteria. When the State Council told Beijing that they wanted to see levels of PM2.5 (air
pollution) reduced from 90µg/m3 to 60µg/m3 by
the end of 2017, the local governments thus took
this directive in earnest. Their envisioned solution was to shut down nearby steel factories for
five months, ban a type of coal that was typically used to warm homes not linked to the central
heating system, and forcibly evict hundreds of
thousands of poor Beijing migrants to the countryside. Since Beijing and its surroundings had
neither the renewable nor the liquified natural
gas capacity to offset this reduction in coal, hundreds of thousands of people either lost their jobs
and were sitting in unheated homes in temperatures of up to minus 30. Local administrators exceeded their PM2.5 reduction goal, but the poor
in the region paid a hefty price.
Situations like these make you realize the tremendous challenge we face if we want to solve

environmental problems. We want to phase out
harmful substances and fossil fuels as fast as we
can, but often we tend to forget the people that
rely on them. Seeing the outcomes of such a largescale environmental experiment was very sobering to put it mildly. The Beijing local government
also saw these effects, and succumbed to significant public pressure to reverse these policies.
Although the air is once again exactly the way it
was before, it is an indication that there is still a
semblance of public accountability left in China.
Although I mention this accountability, it is important to realize that China is big, and what
happens in Beijing is not at all indicative of what
happens in the rest of the country. China’s capital has perhaps the most vocal, highly educated and wealthy middle class in China, and is the
place where many of the country’s business and
political leaders reside. In addition, most of the
foreign journalists are based in Beijing, which
means that anything happening here gets more
exposure than any other place in China. Naturally, the political pressure coming from the citizens
in Beijing is more significant than those from – for
example – an industrial city in Liaoning Province
in the Northeast. It is in these areas where the
most egregious of environmental degradation
takes place, because Chinese people living in poverty – very understandably – care more about
their income than the lead-contaminated water
they drink.
Another important issue is the increasing societal control exercised by the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP). While the CCP is taking an increasingly aggressive stance towards environmental
problems, it does the same to many of the very
organizations that are championing this cause.
This started five to ten years ago, when the CCP
appeared to become increasingly paranoid of
unrest within China. Perhaps it was local uproar over corruption, uprisings during the Arab
Spring or the Maidan Revolution that spooked
the party – in China you never know what’s what.
We can only observe the results: After getting rid
of his main rival Bo Xilai, who was the former
party chief of Chongqing, Xi Jinping launched
an unprecedented campaign to wrestle control of
the party away from his political opponents. His
success at doing so can be considered remarkable
– and scary – since he is tightening the screws on
Chinese society in a way that put his predecessors to shame. With this tightened political environment comes a greater crackdown on the kind
of grassroots initiatives that the party fears, but
might play an important role in tackling environmental problems. For example, local environmen-

tal protests are reportedly squashed because the
CCP fears these could escalate beyond their control. Likewise, domestic NGOs must uphold close
ties with Chinese government agencies, which
needn’t diminish their influence but might make
sensitive subject matters a lot more difficult. The
scale of which environmental movements are being hindered is difficult to ascertain, as much information circulating within China is of questionable reliability. This is further exacerbated by the
inability of independent observers to verify any
of these claims. We could say that the China is
taking environmental issues seriously, and that
it is willing to solve them, but only on the terms
that the government dictates.
Fortunately, there are also positives about China’s environmental strategies. It has been a world
leader in scaling up demonstrably viable solutions. When we design a new type of wind turbine
in Europe, we build three wind parks and call it a
day. China builds a hundred, and puts into planning another hundred based on the development
of their energy demand. Upscaling these technologies creates a need for more efficient production
processes and overall cost reductions. There have
been some questions raised about the historic
overcapacity and dumping of particularly solar
panels produced in China, but from an environmental standpoint it can only be seen as a great
thing that renewable technologies are falling in
price so rapidly. There are also other exciting developments. For example, in Beijing you can find
bike-shares at literally every single street in the
city, making it not only cheap but also convenient
to take a bicycle anywhere. The country’s highspeed rail network is extremely well-developed,
fast and affordable. More and more of these advantages will emerge as the country becomes
more technologically advanced.
Life in China is therefore not as ominous as the
previous few paragraphs might suggest. Life in
the cities is comfortable and modern, and offers
an interesting perspective in a culture that has
undergone unprecedentedly fast economic development. Many Chinese people whose parents
worked the fields during Mao’s ‘Great Leap Forward’ now live luxuriously in one of China’s many
megacities. It is a country which firmly believes
that anything can be done as long as you put
enough investment and political resources into
it. Influencing the direction of this gargantuan
country can thus be a great way to try to overcome our most pressing of environmental problems. I could not think of a more suitable case for
exercising Sustainable Development Diplomacy.
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BY VEERLE BOEKESTIJN

Marx at the

World Bank
On Friday October 13 at 11 PM four renowned
figures came together to reflect on the question whether ‘resilient infrastructure can
help save the world’. This discussion, which
is part of a series of dialogues launched in
2011, intended to reflect upon the role of infrastructure in safeguarding people’s livelihoods in a world that is increasingly disturbed by climate and disaster risks. Eunice
Wangari and I, who had the privilege of attending this session during the Annual Meetings in Washington DC, were surprised by the
discussion that ensued.

Within the first five minutes Aris Papadopoulis casually mentioned that we are dealing
with a ‘system problem’. This was the first
utterance during this panel that surprised
me. For a small moment, it appeared as if Papadopoulus had enjoyed his breakfast with a
side of Marx’s Das Kapital that morning. For
it were Marx and Engels who proposed that
financial crises are endogenous (i.e. systematic) to the capitalist system; a result of the
exploitation of both people and nature that
is inherent to it. Since private property of

© World Bank Live

The four white seats on the small stage were
taken by Christiana Figueres, the former
executive secretary of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change,
Aris Papadopoulos, former CEO of Titan
America and author of Resilience: The Ultimate Sustainability, Kamal Kishore, member
of the National Disaster Management Author-

ity in India, and Ede Ijjasz-Vasquez, senior
director for the social, urban, rural and resilience global practice at the Worldbank.
Moderating the dialogue, Ede Ijjasz-Vasquez
started the conversation by explaining the
relevance of resilient infrastructure, all the
while encouraging the audience to send their
questions through Twitter using #resiliencedialogue.
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the means of production (either material or
immaterial) are legitimized, some own them
whereas others are forced to sell their labor.
When one sees capitalism as this dynamic,
then one perceives of crises as the logical
results of capitalism’s contradictory organizational structure. A structure that is contradictory because it requires capital accumulation to continue (e.g. commodities must
be produced and sold for profit), but because
workers get paid less than what the commodities they produce are worth, capitalists lose
their own buyers (on which they depend).
So, in order to sell (more), commodities have
to become cheaper. Ultimately this market
dynamic leads to a spiral in which capitalists, in constant competition with each other, have to produce more for less – pushing
down wages and costs for any production
materials. This way of seeing the world is
not usually shared by the bodies that work
between the large walls of the World Bank
Group. Instead, this institution is famous for
spreading (or imposing) neoliberal structural adjustment programmes, and for promoting a rather ‘business-as usual’ approach.
After recovering from a large amount of flashes from all the cameras and phones that were
pointed at his face, Richard Branson, founder of Virgin Group, emblem of the American
Dream, and opening speaker at this panel
discussion, had declared he had never seen
better business opportunities than wind and
solar. Branson’s statement can be seen to reflect this ‘business-as-usual’ approach, that
considers unsustainable practices unrelated to current capitalist practices, and thus
does not view them as systematic problems.
Whatever their problem analysis entails, it
usually revolves around accusations of irrational opulence amongst market actors or
states that did not act in the best interest of
their citizens. In this scenario, it was accidental individual disobedience that caused
the harm, not systematic nudges that push
actors to pursue the exploitation of people
and the environment.

The problem analysis underlying Branson’s
statements seemed, at least at first hand,
peculiarly different than that of Papadopoulis. Without the blink of an eye Papadopoulus went on to say that ‘today - unfortunately - we are building vulnerable buildings
and infrastructure at a faster rate than we
are building resilient ones, because you can
make money doing it. Until we change that,
it is going to be very difficult to change anything’. Again, I found this statement rather
revolutionary since it’s coming from somebody who we would traditionally assume to
be involved in the business-as-usual paradigm. His statements so far were completely
congruent with a Marxist line of thought that
emphasizes how the effects of capitalist production on the infrastructure industry have
been that construction agencies, in order to
keep making money, are forced to push down
their costs of production, resulting in the use
of low-cost (unsustainable) materials and
under/low-paid workers. It seemed Papadopoulus indeed enjoyed a side of Marx with
his breakfast that day!
Before the audience could start worrying
about whether or not Papadopoulus really
just suggested the proletariat should finally
start seizing the means of production, Papadopoulus reassuringly uttered: “We have
to acknowledge that we are both part of the
problem ánd of the solution.” For some reason, I got the impression that this ‘we’ did not
include the proletariat (to stay in Marx’s terminology).
Kamal pulled the Marxist spirit back into the
room by saying that ‘the time for boutique intervention is over’, a statement that is curiously analogous to the post-Marxist assertion
that sustainable development often seems to
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be approached from the business-as-usual
approach (‘we’ll just make slight adjustments
here and there, and things will be fine!’) , and
thereby is focused more on helping capitalism survive than actually help the world and
the majority of its inhabitants to live (and
die) well.
Boutique intervention, or cosmetic changes,
would be any and all changes that do not address the root of the problem and thus would
only offer a temporary fix, while pushing -or
even exacerbating- the problems into the future. Of course, the problem analyses with
regards to what these roots look like – and
how they can be addressed- differ considerably, and even though I earlier in this text,
admittedly somewhat jokingly, claimed that
Marx’s spirit was looming over these panellists, it is nonetheless remarkable that this
panel at the World Bank Group speaks of systemic problems. So, what kind of solutions
did the panellists propose to realize sustainable infrastructure?

to ‘fight capitalism with more capitalism’.
The life-cycle analysis does not in and of itself appear to analyse why some products
currently do not reflect their environmental
and social costs in their price. As described
above, there is a constant push on capitalists to depress wages, and to depress their
costs of production. Why not focus on deleting that push, instead of designing economic
models to express those environmental and
social costs in monetary form and artificially
implementing them? What are the chances
of succeeding in implementing these higher
costs, if the way our market is designed still
pushes people to depress wages and production costs?

Apart from the problems one faces if one tries
to quantify/commodify (expected) environmental damage, merely making everything
more expensive does in and of itself not help
trigger a large-scale shift to sustainable practices. During her opening speech at the Annual Meeting, La Garde had emphasized how
‘…income and wealth inequality within countries has been rising. Today the top 1 perLife-cycle costs
cent owns about half of the world’s wealth.’
In the eyes of Kamal part of the solution can She even made addressing these ‘excessive
be sought in the implementation of life-cy- inequalities’ part of her opening speech that
cle costs. He explained how ‘… if you make a morning. Here words were not echoed by this
good cost-benefit analysis for infrastructure panel.
that takes not just the upfront cost, but also
the life-cycle cost into account, then the case Life-cycle costs would be a helpful part of reis made.’
alizing a sustainable world only if combined
with at least three other components: firstly,
it needs to be coupled with a new economic
model that does not inherently push for wage
– and costs of production depression. Secondly it needs to be combined with redistribution of current ‘excessive inequalities’ on
a global scale, and thirdly these would have
to be based on both ecological and social sustainability (as for example proposed by the
environmental justice movement). Interestingly enough, none of these were mentioned
by this panel. Whereas the panellists summoned Marx’s spirit at the beginning of their
talk, it appears that we have to conclude that
It could very well be that Marx turned in his they effectively pushed him back out of their
grave if he would hear the logic that under- conversation again.
pins this approach, as it entails yet another
version of the popular strategy that suggests
Life-cycle analysis is an interesting phenomenon that tries to quantify the environmental costs of products and include those costs
in its sale price. The idea behind this claims
that environmental degradation and social
extortion that could either take place before,
during or after the actual production phase
of products are not included in current market prices, thus allowing unsustainable practices. In simple terms, it centres around the
problem analysis that produce is currently
‘too cheap’.
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Arthur ten Wolde on
Circular Economy

Juli and her colleagues during her internship at UNFCCC

Lise campaigning for her research onboard a sailing yacht

SDD students from 2015-16
Rani active in the municipality
of Wageningen
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Have you seen our
website with more SDD
news, videos, and blogs?
Go to

www.sddwageningen.com

Follow us on:
		SDDwageningen
		
		@sddwageningen
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